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Engine Protect installation sequence 

 

 

 

Note: Please refer to detail installation wiring diagrams available from UTA (PTY) 

If components are not used, e.g. relay unit, ignore that number in the sequence and move 
to the next applicable number. 

Note which sections are applicable to Engine Protect l, Engine Protect ll, and Engine 
Protect lll.  

Engine Protect lll only 

Engine Protect lll only 

Engine Protect lll only 
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Engine Protect lll Loom Schematic 
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Engine Protect Relay Wiring Diagram 
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Engine Protect lll Wiring Diagram 
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1. Sensor fitment 

TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

Note: All sensors supplied are suitable for liquid cooled engines. If the unit is fitted to an Air cooled engine, the appropriate 
sensor must be ordered from UTA. 

General instruction applicable to all temperature sensor types: 

1. Find a suitable area on the cylinder head to attach the temperature sensor: 
1.1 As close to the cylinder head gasket as possible 
1.2  Never on the exhaust manifold side of the cylinder head.  
1.3  On engines fitted with a cross flow head, fit the sensor on the inlet manifold side of the cylinder head. 
1.4 On engines which do not have cross flow heads, the sensor should not be on the inlet/exhaust manifold side, but on the 

opposite side of the manifolds.  
1.5 Where an engine is fitted with an individual head for each cylinder, or has a V configuration, confirm which cylinder 

usually fail first when that particular engine overheat, and fit the sensor to the head of that cylinder, or one adjacent to 
it. 

1.6 On air cooled engines, the sensor should preferably be fitted on the cylinder head which is furthest away from the fan. 

 

Epoxy sensor 

1. Refer to “General instruction applicable to all sensor types” for positioning 
instructions. 

2. Remove any loose paint and/or rust, and clean the area where the temperature 
sensor will be attached with sanding paper and solvent, (e.g. carburetor cleaner) 
and a clean rag 

3. Position the sensor and attach it with a cable tie to an appropriately positioned 
component to avoid tension on the sensor before the epoxy has set (The setting 
time varies depending on the temperature of the cylinder head, but allow at least 
20 minutes). 

4. Mix the epoxy thoroughly 

Note: If it is very cold, it will be easier to work with the epoxy if the engine is warmed 
slightly by letting it idle for a few minutes 

 

 
Epoxy sensor fitted to cylinder 
head 

 

5. Position the sensor in the designated area against the cylinder head. Please confirm that the 
sensor is touching the cylinder head.  

6. Ensure that the epoxy has set properly before the wiring loom is attached to the sensor pigtail. 

Connect the wires according to the labels, and/or wiring schematic 

Note: The epoxy might seem to not bond properly to the cylinder head surface while it has not 
cured. However, after the epoxy has cured it will be firmly bonded to the metal surface. 

 

Epoxy sensor 

Bolt-On sensor 

1. Refer to “General instruction applicable to all sensor types” for positioning 
instructions. 

2. Use an existing bolt, e.g. one of the lower inlet manifold bolts, to fasten the eye-lug to 
the cylinder head 

3. Connect the wires according to the labels, and/or wiring schematic 
 

Bolt-On Temperature sensor 
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OIL PRESSURE SWITCH 

EP lll only – not available on EP l and EP ll 

1. Locate the wire which is fitted to the oil pressure switch by the engine manufacturer. Use the 
multimeter to confirm that the sensor to which the wire is connected switch the wire to vehicle 
ground when the oil pressure is lower than the value specced for the vehicle (i.e. 1 bar) 

2. Connect the Oil Pressure pigtail to this wire using the splice terminal supplied. 

Note: If no oil pressure switch is fitted, the installer should fit a suitable switch. 
 

Splice Terminal 

ALTERNATOR EXCITER SIGNAL/IGNITION ON 

EP lll only – not available on EP l and EP ll 

Note: This signal will indicate to the control unit that the engine is running. This is a condition for the oil pressure signal, and 
the digital input to be active. 

1. Locate the wire which supplies the exciter signal to the alternator.  
2. This wire will have a potential of +-2VDC to +-5VDC measured to negative/ground when the ignition is on but the engine is 

not running, i.e. the alternator is not charging. When the engine is running and the alternator is charging, the potential will 
change to +-12/24VDC measured to negative/ground. 

3. On some systems this wire will connect the charging light on the dashboard to the alternator. 
4. Connect the Alt/Ign pigtail to this wire using the splice terminal supplied. 

Note: An alternative is to connect the Alt/Ign Pigtail to a wire that has a potential of +12/24VDC when the engine is running, 
e.g. a wire which has a +12/24V potential when the ignition is switched to the “Running” position. 

Note: There is a 5 second time delay from the time the Alt/Ign signal switch to 12/24VDC, to the moment 
the Oil Pressure signal will be active. This mean that when the Alt/Ign signal is picked up from the 
ignition, the engine must be started and the oil pressure switch open within 5 seconds after the ignition 
has been switched to the running position to prevent a false ‘low oil pressure” alarm. 

 

UN-ASSIGNED DIGITAL INPUT 

EP lll only – not available on EP l and EP ll 
1. This input can be used according to the requirement of the application. Examples range from pressure- and temperature 

switches, seatbelt warnings, etc. 
2. The wires of the pigtail should be connected to a dry contact switch, when the switch is closed while the engine is running, 

the alarm will switch on. The relays will switch after the preset timers. 
3. When the engine is not running, this input will not be functional. 

Note:  An alarm status from this input will not be logged and there will not be a tell-tale after this alarm has been triggered. 

2. Wiring fitment and battery connection 

WIRING LOOM FITMENT 

Note: The Engine Protect can be connected to a 12VDC or 24VDC power supply. Only the loud alarm and fuel cut off solenoid 
must be specified for 12V or 24V. The product will always be shipped with a 12V Loud Alarm and –fuel cut off solenoid, please 
specify if 24V units are required. 

1. Where applicable, on a vehicle with a closed cabin, the power lead on the main loom should be routed through the firewall 
of the vehicle from the cabin side of the firewall to the engine bay, with the connector which attach to the Control Unit 
inside the vehicle cabin. 
All other sensor leads should also be routed through the fire wall, and the engine bay. 

Note: Please ensure that the loom entrance into the vehicle’s cabin is sealed properly to avoid water, dust and noise intruding 
into the cabin from the engine bay. 

Suggested routes through the firewall include 
1. Through existing grommets which are not in use 
2. Through existing grommets which are currently in use, i.e. for other wiring, throttle cables, etc (please be extremely careful 

when this is done, not to damage existing wiring and cables) 
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3. Through new grommets for which a hole has to be drilled through the firewall (please be extremely careful when this is 
done, not to damage existing equipment).  

Note: After the wiring has been routed through the firewall, route 
the wiring to the respective sensors and the battery, while using 
cable ties to tie it down. Always ensure the wiring is neat and tidy. 

4. Connect all connectors between the main loom, sensor leads, 
and sensor pigtails according to the labels and wiring 
schematic. 

Label on wiring loom 

12/24VDC CONNECTION 
1. After sliding the heat shrink (supplied), over the wire and sleeve, the eye-lugs which fit the vehicle’s battery terminals (6mm 

or 8mm), should be connected to the red- (12VDC positive) and black (12VDC negative) wires. The sleeve of the red wire is 
marked with a red label to identify it as the wire to be connected to the positive terminal of the battery. 

2. After the eye-lugs have been fitted to the wires, locate the heat shrink over both the sleeve and the eye-lug and apply heat 
until it has shrunk tightly over the eye-lug and the sleeving. Please take note not to apply sufficient heat to melt the glue in 
the heatshrink, but not excessive heat to the PVC sleeving to avoid damage. 

3. LED Pad installation instructions (where applicable) 

1. Find a suitable place to position the LED Pad (preferably close to the driver).  
2. Clean the selected location with the alcohol swab provided, remove the paper backing from 

the adhesive Velcro, and press the LED PAD firmly in its place with the adhesive side of the 
Velcro pressing against the dashboard surface. 

3. Route the cable from the LED Pad to the Control Unit.  Ensure that the wiring do not create 
an obstruction to the driver. 

 

 
 

LED Pad 

4. Remove the clear heatshrink from the main loom pigtail market “LED Pad”, be careful not to damage any sleeving or cables. 
Connect the connector on the LED PAD loom to the appropriate connector on the main loom. 

Note: Complete the required information on the sticker supplied with the LED Pad, and fit the sticker in an appropriate 
position for future reference, e.g. in the driver side door sill. 

The LED signals indicate the following: 

1  LED off 

 Alarm off 

 System not functional 

2  LED on – Solid 

 Alarm off 

 System functional 

 Measured parameters within specification 

3  LED on – Slow Flash (1 sec on/off) 

 Alarm on 

 System functional 

 Measured parameters currently out of specification 

4  LED on – Slow Flash (1 sec on/off) 

 Cabin alarm on – Slow Flash (1 sec 
on/off) 

 System functional 

 Measured parameters previously out of specification 

5  LED on – Fast Flash (0.25 sec on/off) 
 

 System functional 

 Sensor disconnected 
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4. Relay unit and loud alarm fitment (where applicable) 

Note: The relay unit is used to switch devices on (e.g. the loud alarm), or off (e.g. the engine). 

1. Remove the clear heatshrink from the main loom pigtail market “Relay Unit”, be 
careful not to damage any sleeving or cables. Connect the lead from the main loom 
labelled “Relay Unit” to the Relay Unit 

2. Connect the device to be switched to the appropriate position on the screw-
in/plug-in connector. Please take note of the polarity of the 12/24VDC-, and the dry 
contact outputs. 

3. Connect the screw-in/plug-in connector connector to the Relay Unit 
4. Fit the relay unit in an appropriate position with the self-adhesive Velcro supplied. 

Clean the surface where the unit is to be fitted with the alcohol pad supplied. 
5. If the Loud Alarm is used, it should be connected to the normally open contact of 

relay 1 (12/24VDC output) 
 

Relay Unit 

Note: With an engine temperature alarm, the relays switch after a preset timer. The 
value of this timer is set with the Graphic User Interface supplied with the Engine 
Protect. With an oil pressure alarm, the relays switch immediately. 

Note:  Should any extra equipment, apart from the supplied siren, be attached to the 
Relay Unit, this equipment should not exceed a maximum power requirement of 1.5A. 

 

Screw-in/Plug-in connector 

Should connection of equipment using more than 1.5A be required, please make sure to install this device using its own wiring 
loom, relay and fuse. 

The siren included gives a 105dB peak output at 1m. Please  

familiarize yourself with any statutory requirements regarding the location of this device. 

5. Control unit fitment and programming 

1. Find a suitable place inside the vehicle (preferably underneath the dash board on the driver side). Do not remove the 
adhesive strips of the Velcro yet.  

2. Ensure that there will be enough space in the chosen area to connect the wiring loom to the Control Unit. 
3. Route the wiring from the firewall to the control unit position, and connect the loom to the control unit. Ensure that the 

wiring is routed in such a way so it does not create an obstruction to the driver. 
4. The Cabin Alarm (inside the control unit) will beep twice when the power is connected to the unit. This will indicate that the 

system has done a diagnostic check and is ready to be programmed (if these signals are not observed as set out below, 
please contact UTA). 

Note: It is not necessary to reprogram the unit after the power have been disconnected and reconnected. 

PROGRAMMING THE TEMPERATURE ALARM SETPOINT 
1. There are various options with which the alarm value can be set. 

1.1. User Interface software (Refer to User Interface user manual) 

1.1.1. Autoset monitor (Not available on all models. Refer to User Interface user manual) 
1.1.2. User defined alarm value (only available to Admin users. Refer to User Interface user manual) 

1.2. Programming button in the control unit (no laptop required) 
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Programming the temperature alarm set point with the button in the control unit 
1. After the installation has been completed as set out above, 

proceed to drive the vehicle until the engine has reached the 
highest safe normal operating temperature.  
This would probably be accomplished by driving the vehicle for 
at least 20 minutes, or in industrial/agricultural applications, let 
the engine work hard for 20 minutes.  
After this, have the vehicle idle until the radiator fan comes on 
or the viscous fan engages and switch the vehicle off 
immediately, leaving the bonnet closed. 

Location of the programming button in 
the Control Unit:  

 

Note: If the Engine Protect is installed in equipment that is used for purposes where the engine is operated at high 
load conditions for long periods of time, e.g. tractors, please be sure that the engine simulates/performs in similar 
circumstances in order to program the temperature alarm setpoint correctly. 

2. Wait for 2 minutes with the bonnet closed after vehicle has been switched off.  

Note: This waiting period should not be more than 3 minutes! 

3. Lightly depress and release the programming button on the inside of the Control Unit enclosure. The unit will confirm with 
two beeps that the alarm setpoint has been changed.  

Note:  Programming button 2 is not used on the Engine Protect l, and Engine Protect lll 

4. If the unit is programmed at an incorrect value, simply repeat the steps and re-program the unit. 
5. If the radiator fan of the vehicle is wired in such a way that the fan is able to switch on with the ignition switched off (i.e. 

VW Golf 1), disconnect the radiator fan after the vehicle has been switched off and close the bonnet again.  

Note: Do not drive the vehicle with the fan disconnected!  After the Control Unit has been programmed, the radiator fan must 
be reconnected before the vehicle is started again.  After the radiator fan has been reconnected, ensure that the radiator fan 
is functional according to manufacturer specification. 

6. Fit the blanking plugs supplied over the programming buttons.  

Note: Pressing the “Programming button” will indicate to the Control unit what the 
highest safe normal operating temperature of the engine is. The control unit will add 
10oC to this value and accept this as the alarm temperature.  If the engine temperature 
is lower than normal at the time of programming, the Engine Protect will indicate an 
overheating incident while the temperature is in actual fact still within the normal 
range. 

 
Blanking Plug 

If the engine temperature is higher than the “highest safe normal operating temperature” at the time of 
installation and programming, the engine will probably overheat before the Engine Protect give an overheating 
alarm. 

OIL PRESSURE ALARM SETPOINT 

EP lll only – not available on EP l and EP ll 
1. The Engine Protect use the signal from the standard oil pressure switch fitted to the vehicle. Therefore programming is not 

necessary. 
2. If the vehicle is not equipped with an oil pressure switch, a suitable switch with the correct specification should be fitted. 

DIGITAL INPUT ALARM SETPOINT 

EP lll only – not available on EP l and EP ll 

1. The alarm value of this input is a dry contact and no programming is necessary.  

Note: When the switch s closed, it will indicate an alarm condition to the control unit. 

FINAL CONTROL UNIT FITMENT 
1. After programming the Control Unit, unplug the loom. Clean the proposed location of the Control Unit using the alcohol pad 

provided.  
2. Remove the paper backing from the Velcro on the Control Unit and stick the Control Unit in place, with the wiring routed in 

the appropriate way. 
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6. Shutting off an engine 

Important: Please note that any engine that is shut off is done so at the owners risk. Engines should not be stopped while a 
vehicle is traveling on a public road or at speed or if there is any other risk involved. 

Refer to the installation wiring diagrams for more detail 

SHUTTING A DIESEL ENGINE OFF THROUGH THE FUEL PUMP SOLENOID 
1. Find the wire which supply 12/24VDC to the fuel pump solenoid when the ignition is switched on 
2. This wire should be routed through the normally-closed switch of the dry-contact on Relay 2. The dry contact function is 

indicated on the relay unit enclosure.  
3. When there is no alarm condition, the switch will be in the normally closed position, but when there is an alarm condition, 

the relay will switch, and power to this wire will be disconnected, which will stop the engine. 

SHUTTING VEHICLE OFF USING AN EXTERNAL FUEL CUT OFF SOLENOID 

This method will be used where a vehicle has a manual shut off, or push/pull lever.  The fuel cut off solenoid should be fitted 
as close as possible to the fuel inlet of the fuel injection pump. 

Note: The Engine Protect is always shipped with a 12V alarm and fuel cut off solenoid, please specify if a 24V fuel cut off 
solenoid should be supplied.  

The output of relay 1 on the Relay Unit is dependant of the power supply to the system. If the system has a 12VDC power 
supply, relay 1 will supply 12 VDC, but if the system has a 24VDC power supply, relay 1 will supply 24VDC.  

Option 1: 

1. Wire the power from the battery, through the dry-contact switch of the Relay Unit, to the fuel cut off solenoid coil. 
Remember to fit a fuse to the circuit. 

Option 2: 

2. Wire the coil of the fuel shut off solenoid to the normally closed contacts of relay 1 (12/24VDC output) provided the coil has 
a amp draw of less than 1.5A. 

SHUTTING OF ANY OTHER ENGINE 
1. Find the wire from which power is disconnected to stop the engine when the standard ignition is turned off. 

This wire should be routed through the normally closed circuit of the Relay Unit dry contact. 

7. Graphic user interface 

Please refer to the GUI user manual and video 

8. Engine Protect warning and indications 

Indication Possible causes 

Cabin- and/or 
Loud Alarm is on 
continuously 

There is currently an alarm condition 

When the alarm has been activated due to high engine temperature or due to 
the digital input, the relays will switch after the preset timers. 

When the alarm has been activated due to low oil pressure, the relays will switch 
without any time delay, i.e. when the Engine Protect is wired to stop the engine, 
there will be no warning to the driver before the engine is stopped. 

Intermittent cabin 
alarm and LED 
slow flash 

 

Indicate previous alarm condition incident 

The Engine Protect needs to be reset with the User Interface software in order to stop flashing 
alarm and LED’s, (please refer to the Graphic User Interface user manual for more information). 
When the system indicate a previous out of specification, the functionality of the unit is not 
compromised 

LED PAD  Please refer to LED Pad installation instructions 
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ALARM RESET 
1. When the unit indicate an out of specification parameter, it is not possible to manually reset the LED and the continuous 

Cabin alarm. The cabin alarm will self-reset when the measured parameter is within specification again.  
2. The LED Pad and Cabin alarm will indicate a previous incident with an intermittent signal, which is called a “Tell-Tale”. The 

Tell-Tale can only be reset with the User Interface. 

Note: It is possible to reset the relays and/or the intermittent cabin alarm by depressing the sensor 1 programming button for 
10 seconds. The Flashing LED can only be reset with the GUI.  

Please note that the engine will be able to start again if the relays has been reset with the programming button, irrespective 
of whether the engine temperature is still higher than normal. 

Location of programming button 1 in 
the Control Unit:  

 

 


